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Introduction

BMA253 has built-in flat interrupt feature. By default the flat interrupt is with respect Z axis. This
means that at the beginning Z axis is pointing to sky +1g or pointing down -1g, while X and Y
axes are flat at 0g. Flat interrupt is to recognize if X-Y plane is tilted beyond the threshold Theta
angle. It doesn’t require high sampling rate for the accelerometer data.
There is a flat interrupt zone defined by the angle Theta as shown below. Whenever Z axis is
exiting the flat interrupt zone as shown in blue color arrow longer than the duration of flat hold
time, a flat interrupt will be generated. Likewise, whenever Z axis is entering the zone as shown
in red color arrow longer than the duration of the flat hold time, a flat interrupt will also be
generated.
Z axis

+1g

Y: 0g
Flat
interrupt
zone
X: 0g
-1g
When Z axis is moving within the zone or out of the zone, there will be no more flat interrupts
generated. Due to vibration or swing motions, Z axis acceleration data may change a lot which
means that Z axis can exit the zone or enter the zone easily. But if the duration of the flat hold
time is set to 0ms, then there may be some false interrupts. If it is set to 512ms, then flat
interrupt is very robust.
BMA253 register 0x2D bit-7 is 0 by default. If this bit is set to 1, then the X axis and Z axis will
be swapped for the flat interrupt engine. However, BMA253 data registers will remain the same
for X/Y/Z data as before. Then flat interrupt will be with respect to X axis.
Section 2 will present sample code about how to initialize BMA253 flat interrupt in low power
mode. Section 3 will show how to test the flat interrupt. Section 4 shows the swap feature of X
axis and Z axis for flat interrupt engine.
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BMA253 sample code

The following pseudo code shows how to configure BMA253 to monitor flat interrupt in low
power mode.
Theta angle can be calculated as shown below which is also shown in the datasheet. It can be
fine-tuned to meet the application requirement.

1
8

θ = a tan


1

decimal _ value _ of _ register 0 x 2 E 
flat _ theta  = a tan

8


For example, if register 0x2E has the value of 0x3F, then,


1
63  = a tan (0.9921) = 44.77 deg

8

θ = a tan

For example, if register 0x2E has the value of 0x10, then,

1

16  = a tan (0.5) = 26.57 deg
8


θ = a tan

void BMA253_flat_int_init(void)
{
// basic settings
Write value of 0x03 to register 0x0F;
Write value of 0x0F to register 0x10;
Write value of 0x56 to register 0x11;
// flat interrupt settings
Write value of 0x80 to register 0x19;
Write value of 0x10 to register 0x2E;
Write value of 0x00 to register 0x2F;

}

// default value for +/-2g FS range
// set BW to 1KHz or 2KHz ODR
// set low power mode with 25ms sleep time
Current consumption = 6.5uA
// route flat interrupt to INT1 pin
// set Theta angle to 26.57 degrees
// 0ms flat hold time and no hysteresis

Write value of 0x05 to register 0x20;
Write value of 0x01 to register 0x21;

// default value for active-high and push-pull
// temporarily latch interrupt signal for 250ms

// enable flat interrupt
Write value of 0x80 to register 0x16;

// enable flat interrupt

BMA253 current consumption is 130uA in normal mode and 2.1uA in suspend mode. From the
logic analyzer screenshot below, BMA253 will stay in normal mode for 0ms and then stay in
suspend mode for 25ms. So the average current will become about 6.5uA with about 40Hz
sampling rate.
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X
Z

Motion back
and forth

Y

Motion back
and forth
If the device is sitting on a surface with Z and Y axes flat, while X axis is pointing to sky or down,
you can set BMA253 register 0x2D bit-7 to “1”. Then for flat interrupt engine, X axis will become
Z’ and Z axis becomes X’. Therefore, the flat interrupt zone still works the same way.
At this situation, BMA253 data registers for X/Y/Z axes don’t swap. They are still the same as
before.
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Legal disclaimer

4.1

Engineering samples

Engineering Samples are marked with an asterisk (*) or (e) or (E). Samples may vary from the
valid technical specifications of the product series contained in this data sheet. They are
therefore not intended or fit for resale to third parties or for use in end products. Their sole
purpose is internal client testing. The testing of an engineering sample may in no way replace
the testing of a product series. Bosch Sensortec assumes no liability for the use of engineering
samples. The Purchaser shall indemnify Bosch Sensortec from all claims arising from the use of
engineering samples.
4.2

Product use

Bosch Sensortec products are developed for the consumer goods industry. They may only be
used within the parameters of this product data sheet. They are not fit for use in life-sustaining
or security sensitive systems. Security sensitive systems are those for which a malfunction is
expected to lead to bodily harm or significant property damage. In addition, they are not fit for
use in products which interact with motor vehicle systems.
The resale and/or use of products are at the purchaser’s own risk and his own responsibility.
The examination of fitness for the intended use is the sole responsibility of the Purchaser.
The purchaser shall indemnify Bosch Sensortec from all third party claims arising from any
product use not covered by the parameters of this product data sheet or not approved by Bosch
Sensortec and reimburse Bosch Sensortec for all costs in connection with such claims.
The purchaser must monitor the market for the purchased products, particularly with regard to
product safety, and inform Bosch Sensortec without delay of all security relevant incidents.
4.3

Application examples and hints

With respect to any examples or hints given herein, any typical values stated herein and/or any
information regarding the application of the device, Bosch Sensortec hereby disclaims any and
all warranties and liabilities of any kind, including without limitation warranties of noninfringement of intellectual property rights or copyrights of any third party. The information given
in this document shall in no event be regarded as a guarantee of conditions or characteristics.
They are provided for illustrative purposes only and no evaluation regarding infringement of
intellectual property rights or copyrights or regarding functionality, performance or error has
been made.
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